Objective: To validate dermoscopy as a real-time noninvasive diagnostic imaging technique for actinic keratosis (AK).
A
CTINIC KERATOSIS (AK) IS defined as an in situ intraepidermal carcinoma or precancerous disease that occurs in areas of skin exposed to sunlight, characterized by the presence of an abnormal proliferation and differentiation of epidermal keratinocytes, with a risk for progression to infiltrating squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). In the United States, AK represents the third most frequent condition for which dermatologic consultation is sought, accounting for 11.2% of visits. 1 The risk for transformation to SCC is 0.075% to 0.096% per AK lesion per year. 2 This risk is cumulative in patients with multiple AK lesions and can reach 10% within 10 years or up to 20% among immunocompromised patients or those who remain untreated. 3 Squamous cell carcinoma is a clinical, biological, and histopathological continuum of AK and is the principal cause of death from nonmelanoma skin cancer [4] [5] [6] ; therefore, patients with AK are candidates for periodic follow-up dermatologic evaluation as outpatients.
Dermoscopy is a real-time noninvasive diagnostic imaging technique. For the user, its optical system renders the corneal layer translucent to improve vision, with original magnification ϫ10 to ϫ400. The technique increases the diagnostic accuracy of clinical evaluation by the dermatologist. The aim of dermoscopy is to overcome the imprecision and limits of clinical diagnosis that are associated with histopathological investigation, considered the gold standard technique by the scientific community. The dermoscopic signs of AK are erythematous pseudonetwork, surface scale, linear-wavy vessels, and follicular openings. [7] [8] [9] The overall dermoscopic pattern of AK is a "strawberry" appearance. The primary objectives of the present study were to validate dermoscopy as a real-time noninvasive diagnostic imaging technique for AK (based on the presence of the strawberry pattern) and to measure the sensitivity, specificity, posi-tive and negative likelihood ratios, and positive and negative predictive values compared with the gold standard of histopathological studies. Secondary objectives were the following: (1) to evaluate which of 4 dermoscopic signs was most sensitive and specific for AK, measuring the association between each dermoscopic sign and the histopathological diagnosis; (2) to describe new dermoscopic criteria (if detected) for the diagnosis of AK; (3) to assess the correlations or associations among the 4 dermoscopic signs that mimic the strawberry pattern of AK; (4) to determine the dermoscopic sign or combination of signs with the highest sensitivity and specificity for the diagnosis of AK; and (5) to study the relationship between the dermoscopic signs of AK and epidemiological data.
METHODS
This prospective study was conducted in the Department of Dermatology, Fuenlabrada University Hospital, Madrid, Spain, during a 12-month period from June 1, 2006, through May 31, 2007. The study inclusion criterion was clinical suspicion of AK (ie, erythematous plaque with surface scale in an area of skin exposed to sunlight). Inclusion was not limited by the size of the lesions or by their clinical forms (ie, atrophic vs hypertrophic or pigmented vs nonpigmented). The study exclusion criteria were the following: pregnancy or breastfeeding, associated conditions that were contraindications to the use of local anesthesia to perform biopsy, and clinical suspicion of skin cancer melanoma or nonmelanoma (signs of infiltration, marked hyperkeratosis, or the presence of a hemorrhagic crust or bleeding). The ethics committee of Severo Ochoa Hospital, Madrid, Spain, evaluated and approved the research project. Informed consent was obtained from all study patients in accord with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. For a CI of 95% and a statistical power of 80%, calculation of the sample size for studies of diagnostic tests indicated that the estimated sample should comprise 172 analysis units (in this case, AK lesions). Only 1 lesion was studied in each patient. At the time of their inclusion in the study, all the patients underwent dermoscopy and histopathological investigation. Dermoscopic photographs were taken using a dermoscope (FOTO; DermLite) attached to a camera (400D; Canon). Histopathological investigation was performed on a punch biopsy specimen. An independent blinded comparison was performed between dermoscopy results and histopathological findings. To avoid bias because of revision of the diagnosis, an expert dermoscopist among us (M.H.B.) was blinded to the histopathological diagnosis; to avoid bias in the histopathological analysis, the pathologist who reviewed the specimen was blinded to the dermoscopic diagnosis.
In this series, dermoscopic diagnosis of AK was established by the presence of 2 or more of the following 4 dermoscopic signs: (1) erythematous pseudonetwork (pink erythematous base that is interrupted by the prominent follicular or adnexal openings), (2) surface scale (homogeneous areas or structures of yellow-white or brown), (3) linear-wavy vessels (fine, curved, wavy vessels around the white halo at the orifices of the hair follicles), and (4) follicular openings (yellow ovoid or globular structures with a white halo, forming a target image). Negative dermoscopic diagnosis of AK was based on the absence of at least 3 of 4 dermoscopic signs and the presence of criteria suggestive of other diagnoses, in particular the following vascular patterns: glomerular vessels in SCC, crown vessels in sebaceous hyperplasia, and arboriform telangiectasias in basal cell carcinoma. Dermoscopic images for each lesion were evaluated by the same observer (M.H.B.) at all the end points during the study period to confirm reproducibility of the results. In addition, the age, sex, skin phototype, and site of the lesion were recorded for each patient. In the histopathological study, the presence or absence of epidermal dysplasia was determined.
Statistical analysis was performed on data from lesions seen in the department that manifested clinical signs of AK. Sensitivity and specificity were determined for dermoscopic diagnosis and for each dermoscopic variable compared with routine histopathological studies as the reference, and P values were calculated using the 2 tests. Nonparametric correlation (Pearson product moment 2 test) was used to determine the association between individual dermoscopic variables. The concordance between dermoscopy results and histopathological findings was determined by calculating the value. All the data analyses were conducted using available software (SPSS for Windows version 12.0; SPSS Inc). For categorization purposes, classification and regression tree software (CART 4.0; Salford Systems) was used. In the latter analysis, classification trees were applied to learning sets to search for optimal split variables.
RESULTS
In total, 178 lesions on 178 patients were clinically considered AK. All the patients agreed to participate in the study and signed the consent form. One hundred fifteen lesions (64.6%) were observed in men, and 63 lesions (35.4%) were observed in women. Patient age ranged from 37 to 97 years (mean age, 67 years). The most frequent sites of the lesions were the face (139 lesions [78.1%]) and the scalp (36 lesions [20.2%] ); the remainder were on the back or the upper extremities.
Most patients (144 patients) had skin phototype II. The remaining patients had skin phototype III (28 patients) or skin phototype I (6 patients).
The dermoscopic diagnoses and histopathological diagnoses for 178 lesions are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 1 . The histopathological types of AK were not recorded because such determination was excluded from the pathologist's usual practice for biopsy specimens of these lesions. Furthermore, the pathologist was blinded to the dermoscopic diagnosis.
Using histopathological findings as the gold standard test result, the sensitivity of dermoscopy for the diagnosis of AK was 98.7%, and the specificity was 95.0%. The proportion of false-positive results was 5.0%, and the proportion of false-negative results was 1.3%. The posi- a Using histopathological findings as the gold standard test result, the sensitivity of dermoscopy for the diagnosis of AK was 98.7%, and the specificity was 95.0%. The proportion of false-positive results was 5.0%, and the proportion of false-negative results was 1.3%.
tive predictive value was 99.4%, and the negative predictive value was 90.5%. The concordance between dermoscopic results and histopathological findings, calculated using the statistic, was 0.917. Dermoscopic diagnosis of AK had a positive likelihood ratio of 19.74 and a negative likelihood ratio of 0.01. The 4 dermoscopic signs of AK are listed in Table 2 , along with their individual sensitivities, specificities, indexes, and positive and negative likelihood ratios. Classification trees were used for the descriptive analysis, seeking the combination of dermoscopic signs that best predicted the histopathological results. A diagnostic algorithm that combined follicular openings and erythematous pseudonetwork demonstrated a sensitivity of 95.6% and a specificity of 95.0% for the diagnosis of AK.
Analysis of the correlation among the 4 dermoscopic signs using the Pearson product moment 2 test revealed significant associations (PϽ.05) for surface scale, linear-wavy vessels, and follicular openings ( Table 3) . Analysis of the correlations between the dermoscopic signs and epidemiological data revealed the following 2 statistically significant findings (PϽ .05): linear-wavy vessels were more common in men, and follicular openings were less common in patients younger than 50 years (about 40% vs a mean of almost 80% in other age groups). In this series, 4 of 7 SCCs diagnosed based on histopathological findings had a vascular pattern suggestive of SCC on dermoscopy, while the only dermoscopic sign observed in 2 of these cases was hyperkeratotic surface scale.
COMMENT
The present study validated dermoscopy used on lesions selected by visual inspection as a real-time noninvasive diagnostic imaging technique for AK by comparing dermoscopy results with histopathological findings, achieving a sensitivity of 98.7% and a specificity of 95.0%. The concordance ( index) between dermoscopy results and histopathological findings was 0.917. Based on considerations by the Evidence-Based Medicine Working Group, 10 the positive and negative likelihood ratios (19.74 and 0.01, respectively, in this series) are clinically relevant to the interpretation of results because they respectively reflect increased and decreased likelihood that a diagnosis may or may not be accurate in a significant manner with respect to not performing a diagnostic test.
The aim of this study was to validate dermoscopic criteria for AK. The features most consistently found on dermoscopy were follicular openings and erythematous pseu- donetwork. Follicular openings (Figure 2A) showed the highest concordance with the histopathological diagnosis ( index, 0.556). This dermoscopic sign had more balanced values of sensitivity and specificity. Erythematous pseudonetwork ( Figure 2B ) was the most specific of 4 dermoscopic signs evaluated. On dermoscopy, the normal superficial vascular plexus is seen as a regular blurred network of wide vessels. When AK forms, edema and elastosis develop, producing a dermoscopic pattern of erythematous pseudonetwork. One of the characteristics of aging skin is a loss of the vascular bed, and most AK lesions are observed in older individuals. The vessels in AK may be present in the most atrophic areas of the epidermis and dermis, around the orifices of the adnexa and follicles. The combination of dermoscopic signs was sought that provided the highest diagnostic accuracy using classification trees. According to this descriptive method, the results herein demonstrate that the diagnosis of AK could be based on the combination of follicular openings and erythematous pseudonetwork, with a sensitivity of 95.6%, a specificity of 95.0%, and a index of 0.801). The diagnostic accuracy of this com- bination could be considered equivalent to that of the strawberry pattern observed by Zalaudek et al. 8 Surface scale ( Figure 2C ) was the most sensitive dermoscopic sign but had the lowest specificity and the lowest positive predictive value. This dermoscopic sign has been reported in other neoplastic diseases such as Bowen disease 11 and lichenoid keratosis, as well as in certain inflammatory skin lesions such as psoriasis. Linear-wavy vessels ( Figure 2D ) represent a highly specific (95.0%) but not particularly sensitive (65.8%) dermoscopic sign.
The dermoscopic vascular pattern is considered more relevant in nonpigmented skin lesions 12 such as AK. Proof of this in the present study is the high positive predictive value (99.0%) for the presence of these characteristic vessels. Assessment of the possible relationships across dermoscopic criteria showed that the vascular pattern was associated with surface scale and with follicular openings. The presence of erythematous pseudonetwork showed a statistically significant correlation with the presence of follicular openings. This association is logical given the origin of erythematous pseudonetwork, described in the previous paragraph. An evaluation was also performed of the relationship between the dermoscopic signs of AK and epidemiological data. Statistically significant associations were found with 2 dermoscopic signs: linearwavy vessels were more common in men, and follicular openings were less common in patients younger than 50 years. The dermis underlying an AK lesion manifests actinic elastosis and vascular ectasia, correlating with the vascular structures visualized on dermoscopy. In this series, actinic elastosis was significantly more common in men than in women, a finding that may be explained by greater occupational exposure to sunlight among men. The fact that follicular openings were more common in older patients may be explained by the aging of the skin, which leads to approximately a 23% reduction 13 in sebum production per decade, with greater cutaneous xerosis and more compaction of the stratum corneum.
Dermoscopy may be a promising technique for noninvasive detection of AK, perhaps overcoming the imprecision and limits of clinical diagnosis that are associated with histopathological investigation. Among various studies, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] the positive predictive value for clinical diagnosis has ranged between 74% and 81%. In this study, clinical diagnosis and dermoscopic diagnosis achieved positive predictive values of 88.7% and 99.4%, respectively. Notably, these values are higher than those reported for reflectance confocal microscopy, which is a noninvasive diagnostic tool with results closely linked to histopathological findings. [19] [20] [21] Actinic keratosis may be considered a precursor of SCC. 22 The authors of a retrospective study 23 proposed a progressive dermoscopic model in which AK develops into intraepidermal carcinoma and invasive SCC. The present study extends their results by providing the sensitivity and specificity for 2 of their evaluated criteria, namely, erythematous pseudonetwork and follicular openings. According to their findings, a red erythematous pseudonetwork was seldom seen in intraepidermal carcinoma or invasive SCC, and it was the most specific feature associated with AK. Those authors found that the presence of dotted or glomerular vessels and discrete yellow-white opaque scales was significantly associated with intraepidermal carcinoma, while the present study found surface scales to be the least specific among 4 dermoscopic signs of AK.
Limitations of the present study include that no anatomicoclinical classification of AK (eg, atrophic vs hypertrophic or pigmented vs nonpigmented) was performed. Correlations between the dermoscopic criteria and the histopathological and clinical types of AK could be a subject for future studies. As with most diagnostic techniques in the health sciences, correct dermoscopic technique requires training. The dermoscopy herein was performed by a dermatologist with considerable experience in dermoscopy. Future studies will be designed to determine interobserver variability in the technique.
The findings of the present study have major practical applications in the field of skin cancer. The use of dermoscopy is described for the diagnosis of AK; this noninvasive technique can be performed in the office as part of daily clinical practice and provides immediate results, with consequent prognostic and therapeutic implications. Because dermoscopy is not a costly technique, its use is important not only for the individual patient and physician but also for the health system in general. Dermoscopy may be incorporated as a noninvasive strategy for the diagnosis of AK and in the management of patients with these lesions. 
